Writer's Guidelines and Policy Statement
Answers magazine
Answers in Genesis-USA websites

Who are we?

Answers in Genesis-USA (AiG) is a non-profit evangelistic and educational ministry. Founded in December 1993 and
headquartered near the Cincinnati International Airport with a staff of more than 200, AiG reaches people worldwide. Numerous
outreach efforts include: an award-winning website, popular in-person speaking events, a daily radio program broadcast on more
than 820 stations in the USA and hundreds more in other nations, the production and distribution of books and other educational
resources and the upcoming Creation Museum (opening 2007). In addition, we publish a quarterly magazine for laymen with
articles on subjects that communicate the relevance of Genesis and a biblical worldview.

About Answers magazine

The purpose of Answers magazine is to illustrate the importance of Genesis in building a creation-based worldview, and to equip
readers with practical answers so they can confidently communicate the gospel and biblical authority with accuracy and
graciousness.

Articles

Answers’ editorial staff initiates contact with trusted experts as potential authors of the articles featured in the publication. Due to
workload and for legal reasons, AiG does not accept unsolicited manuscripts. However, article proposals (about one paragraph in
length) can be submitted via email to the National Editor (Pam Sheppard) at nationaleditor@answersmagazine.com. Please send
a short query with a brief outline and an author biography. A staff member will normally reply within 30 days of query submission.
Definitions
A “new article” is an article which has not yet appeared or been published in print, or in a digital publication or web site.
A “reprint article” is an article that has previously appeared or been published in print, or in a digital publication or web site.

Ownership and editorial rights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AiG purchases full rights to new articles submitted for publication, but may, in its discretion, grant permission to the writer or
another publisher to reprint the article in other publications under certain conditions, and as further described herein.
AiG may edit, abridge, or adapt submitted materials for accuracy, brevity and readability and to change the title of the
article or submission.
If substantial changes are required, AiG will attempt to contact the writer prior to publication if possible. If necessary for
accuracy or brevity, changes can be made at any time to articles/feedback posted on the website.
Mistakes or oversights of any kind which are caused by AiG will be corrected immediately on the web published version upon
receipt of communication from the writer regarding same, and in rare instances articles may be temporarily or permanently
removed from the web at the discretion of AiG.
AiG will always give credit to the writer of an article when AiG publishes the work.
All new articles submitted and accepted for publication will be assigned to and owned by AiG by copyright assignment.
All reprint articles submitted and accepted for publication will be covered by a reprint license agreement from the author to
AiG.

Payment

Upon publication, the author (excluding full-time AiG staff, unless otherwise provided in a policy statement of the ministry) is paid
for full rights, which include printing the article in the AiG magazine, the ongoing display of the article on the AiG website, and/or
other possible publication uses. Articles submitted for publication by part-time AiG staff who have performed the writing and
research outside of their normal work schedule will also receive payment.
The following payment schedule is based upon length of article as published. Author-supplied charts, diagrams and photographs
are encouraged, but final decisions regarding whether they are carried are at the discretion of AiG. Additional payment is possible
for related photos, illustrations, graphs, and charts depending on relevance and quality. All amounts (below) are in US dollars.
Word count
Up to 500
501 – 1000
1001 – 2000
2001+

New article*
$75-$125
$150-$200
$225-$275
$300-$400

Reprint article*
$50-$75
$85-$100
$110-$135
$150-$225

* Exact payment is based on overall length and quality of writing. AiG payment is based on a “per published word” basis. On
articles where another work is extensively quoted for education/refutation purposes, the work quoted is not counted as part of the
author’s article.
AiG may exercise all rights inherent with copyright ownership, including but not limited to the following:
• To include a copyright notice with each use, such as: Copyright © 2006 Answers in Genesis, USA.
• To reuse the materials, in whole or in part, in anthology, reprint, or electronic form.
• To grant translation rights to foreign-language Christian publications and to approve reprint requests for use in overseas
missions publications.
With respect to new articles published by AiG in Answers, after 12 months of such publication, the writer or a third-party publisher
may request written permission to reprint the article in another publication or source, but reprint permission will be solely in the
discretion of AiG, and must be received in writing from AiG. Any reprinted material must be accompanied by the AiG copyright
notice and by the statement: Reprinted with permission from Answers in Genesis-USA. In addition, the following notice should
also be included with additional reprints (in print and online) of the article: “This article first appeared in the [date] issue of
Answers, a publication of Answers in Genesis-USA.”

With respect to reprint articles published by AiG in Answers, the author agrees not to republish the article in another publication or
source for a period of at least 6 months of publication in Answers. In addition, the following notice should also be included with
additional reprints (in print and online) of the article: “This article appeared in the [date] issue of Answers, a publication of
Answers in Genesis-USA.”

Procedure for submission of articles
Articles should be submitted via email as an attachment in Microsoft Word
nationaleditor@answersmagazine.com.

®

to the National Editor (Pam Sheppard) at

Special policies regarding web “feedback” articles

Often, readers who contact AiG have a variety of strongly held opinions on scientific, theological and cultural positions. An AiG
“feedback” article responds to their question or comment and is published on the website and sometimes in print. (For example,
see http://www.answersingenesis.org/Home/area/feedback/)
Guidelines:
• A feedback response must be within the published doctrinal and purpose statements of AiG.
•
Submission of feedback articles is on an invitation-only basis. Feedback authors are normally experienced AiG
speakers and/or staff members of an AiG worldwide ministry partner.
•
Feedback articles should not be written so as to belittle or offend the original author or readers. While they must
refute error, the refutation must also be written in an edifying manner.
•
Proper referencing and fact checking is the responsibility of the author.
•
Suggestions for links to other articles should be included within the text of the submitted feedback article.
•
Timeliness is critical. Feedback response articles are generally posted within two weeks of the publication of the
original submission.

Writer Agreement Statement

•

I have read the Answers in Genesis Statement of Faith document (available at www.answersingenesis.org/home/area/about/
faith.asp) and agree with its contents.

•

I understand that any new article which I write and submit for publication or distribution will be assigned to and owned by AiG, and I
agree to execute all papers and perform such other acts as AiG may reasonably deem necessary to assign and transfer such
ownership rights to AiG, consistent with these guidelines.

•

I understand that with respect to any reprint article which I’ve written and submit for publication or distribution, I will grant written
permission to AiG to republish the work, and I agree to execute all papers and perform such other acts as AiG may reasonably
deem necessary to grant to AiG a license to use the article, consistent with such license and these guidelines.

•

I understand that I will be working as an independent contractor, and not as an employee of AiG (unless I am a full-time or part-time
AiG-USA staff members).

•

In connection with granting to AiG all ownership rights in a new article, or a reprint license to publish a reprint article in Answers, I
grant to AiG the right to edit, abridge, or adapt the material, to change the title, to reproduce copies for distribution and to use the
material in other ways, as stated in this policy statement; provided, however, that with respect to any edited, abridged or adapted
version of the article, AiG shall give me credit as the writer of the published work.

•

I affirm that any article which I submit for publication or distribution will in no way infringe on the copyright ownership of any person,
firm or corporation and that I will be the sole author of the article. I agree to indemnify and hold AiG, its officers, directors,
employees, and agents harmless against any and all claims of copyright infringement, including any costs and legal fees incurred in
defending against such claims. I also affirm that, to the best of my knowledge, all the statements contained herein are accurate and
verifiable. I have read the foregoing and I understand and agree to its terms.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
__________________________________________
Signature

_______________________________________
Email address

__________________________________________
(Please print your name here)

_______________________________________
(Mailing Address)

___________________________________________
(Date)

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Phone Number: __________________________

Please complete and return to:
Editorial Coordinator
Answers magazine
Answers in Genesis
PO Box 510
Hebron, KY 41048
7/07

